The Marvels of Menlo
A retrospective by Julie Hancock
If you're a horseaholic like me, there is no such thing as a bad horse show, but there are
a few that truly do rise above the rest. This year I have personally experienced three that
in my eyes are uniquely special. The first was Devon, the second was the Del Mar
National and the third is happening this week, Menlo.
I remember the first time I came to Menlo three years ago to ride in the Grand Prix. I had
never owned or sat on a hunter, only jumpers, but watching those beautiful horses in
that ring inspired me, and I told my trainer Philip Cillis, "We should do this some day, it
looks like so much fun!" And so my hunter chapter began, inspired by Menlo.
The setting is charming.
The Menlo Circus Club is a historic country club located in the heart of the residential
area of Menlo Park, near great shopping, restaurants and fine hotels and located just 30
minutes from San Francisco. When you pull in you feel like you are going back in time to
an old country fair. The tree lined grass rings and jumps are always pristine, and the
barn set-up is intimate, so you can stop and chat with friends as you walk to and from
the show rings, warm up area and the sponsor tent.
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The prizes are superb.
The Menlo ribbons are gorgeous. I especially love the prizes given out to winners which
include platters, trays and glass dishes from Neiman Marcus, Nambe and Tiffany's, cute
cups full of jelly beans for the second place riders and even canvas deck chairs to the
Champions in each division. It makes winning more meaningful and something to strive
for.
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But for me, it is the people that make Menlo so memorable.
When we checked in at the show office, friendly ladies offering sandwiches, candy and
cold drinks greeted us. The volunteers in the VIP tent welcome you daily, shuttle you to
and from your car and hand out unique sponsor gifts. Each table in the VIP has trophies
engraved with the name of the table’s host, a nice touch.
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Adorable children and ponies, ladies in dresses and hats, and the usual variety of horse
show pooches and amazingly beautiful show horses parade around the grounds. Seems
especially exquisite with the Menlo Circus Club as the backdrop.

The fun doesn't stop there. While sitting at your barn setup in the afternoon, cocktail
waiters and waitresses magically appear to take your food and drink orders. After a long
day of riding, that's a very nice touch!
Dahling, the shopping and social scene are both superb…
Can we talk about Menlo’s vendor row? Menlo is a boutique lovers dream. Clothing,
jewelry, household items and art, just to name a few of the unique shop-til-you-drop
options. A day spent at the Menlo boutiques can end up doubling your show expenses
(or more)!
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Menlo offers a lovely social affair each day. You don’t even dream of scurrying back to
your hotel, but look forward to socializing with friends at exhibitor parties, gala charity
auctions, the evening Hunter Derby and the Grand Prix party.
The incredible competition is inspirational…
And the competition is incredible – it’s not only a blast to gallop around the grass fields
at Menlo Circus Club, you can feel the intensity of the competition here.
My first day in the show ring was a little nerve wracking because I had a lot at stake.
Menlo is the final show of the WCHR Southwest Region competition and they also
award the Zone 10 Horse of The Year award. We had been holding on at the top of the
rankings but it really all came down to this show.
I let nerves and pressure get the best of me, so my first two trips around the ring were
not our best effort and I was feeling discouraged. Then came the under saddle, and
Willow rose to the occasion and won! The next day I was determined to go out there and
ride my heart out, forget about points and standings and just gallop and enjoy jumping
my fabulous mare in this idyllic setting. With that change of attitude we had two of the
most fun rounds I can remember. And we won both classes! We not only earned my
division championship, but also the Zone 10 Championship and the WCHR. I will
remember that come from behind victory for a long time to come.
Menlo is one of those special weeks regardless of the ups and downs of competition. As
a charity horse show that benefits the Vista Center for The Blind, our fees are spent on a
worthy cause, and beyond that benefit the event is simply unbeatable for the charming
atmosphere and the aforementioned amenities.

So three years after I made that comment to Philip, I can honestly say it is indeed as
much fun as it looks to gallop around on a beautiful hunter. It’s a dream come true in
fact. Thank you Menlo, Philip, Willow and the team that makes this horseaholic so
happy.
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